In this paper we de ne models for reasoning about resource allocation and scheduling in real-time systems. We begin by producing a model that allows us to argue about the resource requirements of real-time distributed systems, and so identify con icts upon resources; we can use the model to de ne and reason about schedulers that map jobs onto resources according to some pre-de ned schedule. We then extend our model to encompass dynamic schedulers, where the scheduling decisions may depend upon the results of the computation so far. The models will aid in the important transformation of mapping an initial design for a system onto an actual implementation with jobs scheduled on processors.
Introduction
Many formalisms exist for designing and verifying real-time systems, for example, TAM SZ92, SZJ93, SZ93], Timed CSP RR86, DS92, DRRS94] and Timed CCS MT90, Yi90, HR90]. However, none of these formalisms have dealt with the important problems of resource allocation and scheduling. The formalisms have adopted the unbounded parallelism hypothesis, i.e. the assumption that su cient resources are always available. However, implementations of real-time systems rarely achieve unbounded parallelism, because uctuations in work load mean that having su cient resources at peak times would result in considerable spare capacity at low load times, reducing cost e ectiveness. Thus when designing real systems one has to consider the problem of allocation of resources to agents, or|equivalently|the scheduling of jobs on resources. In this paper we develop semantic models that allows us to argue about resource allocation and scheduling. The models are based upon the language TAM, a wide-spectrum development language for real-time systems, with constructs for such features as communication, deadline and parallelism. Our models will enable us to de ne and reason about schedulers which allocate resources to tasks. Our model will recognize that if two agents both try to access the same resource 1 INTRODUCTION 2 simultaneously, then the system will fail. Our model will also tell us whether the resources available are su cient to ensure that all deadlines are met. In SZ93] a re nement calculus is given for TAM. This allows an abstract speci cation to be re ned into an initial design via a number of provably correct transformations. We would like to take this one step further: we would like to transform the initial design into an implementation with components scheduled on resources in a correct manner. We believe that issues of scheduling should be dealt with after the initial design, because if the available resources change, we do not want to have to redo too much of the derivation: the functionality-oriented re nement to the initial design should remain the same; only the scheduling calculations will change. Also, program derivation can be seen as a top-down activity, whereas scheduling calculations are more bottom-up, considering rst the resource requirements of atomic commands, and then combining these to derive the resource requirements of the whole program. Thus the re nement scheme is as illustrated by gure 1.
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Resource-oriented re nement calculus Implementation Gerber and Lee GL89, GL90, GL92] have produced a language, the Calculus for Communicating Shared Resources. Their model is operational, and similar to that of SCCS Mil89], extended to model priorities (following the approach of CH88]), and such that transitions are allowed only if they do not involve a con ict on resources. Their approach di ers from ours in that we use a compositional denotational model which allows us to break down requirements on systems into requirements on the subcomponents. Also, we de ne a hierarchy of models, allowing us to separate the issues of functionality and scheduling. In the next section we describe the language TAM, and present the semantics given in SZJ93]: this represents an agent as a predicate describing its behaviour. In section 3 we extend the model so as to be able to discuss the resources available to, and used by, an agent; resources are allocated to jobs according to a xed scheduler, i.e. a scheduler where the scheduling decisions cannot depend upon the behaviour of other parts of the system; we also model the fact that an agent may fail, either because insu cient resources are available, or because a deadline is not met. We extend this in section 4 to be able to discuss dynamic schedulers, where scheduling decisions may be based upon the checkpoints encountered so far in the execution. Thus we will de ne a hierarchy of models, as in gure 2. Note that the models in this paper do not deal explicitly with the important issue of priorities, although priorities can be coded up in our dynamic-scheduling model: we hope to extend our models in the future to make it easier to deal with priorities. 
A functional semantics for TAM
The Temporal Agent Model (TAM) is a wide spectrum language for modelling real-time distributed computer systems. A TAM system is a collection of parallel agents, each with their own set of variables. Agents communicate via a form of asynchronous channel called a shunt, which can be thought of as a location in shared memory holding a pair consisting of a value and a time-stamp giving the last time at which the shunt was updated. Each shunt is owned by a single agent that can write values to it; all agents can then read this value. The TAM language is de ned by the BNF expression:
A ::= w : j skip j t j x := E j (x; y) s j x ! s j (x : T)A j (s :
where x and y are variables, w is a set of variables, is a speci cation predicate, s is a shunt, t is a time (which we take to be a natural number), E is an expression on variables, T is a type name, I is a nite indexing set, g i is a boolean expression, and F(X ) is an agent expression (possibly containing the free variable X ). In SZJ93] a semantics was given for this language, representing an agent by a predicate upon the start and termination times, the initial and nal values of the variables, and the values held in shunts. Below we give informal descriptions of each of the language constructs, and give the predicate semantics. Note that our semantics di ers a little from the semantics of SZJ93]: we have made a few minor changes so as to suit our needs. An agent is represented by a predicate in the TAM Logic Language (TAMLL): a rstorder logic with simple extensions to reason about time and the values held in variables and shunts. The predicate may contain two distinguished free variables, t and t ! , representing the start and termination times of an execution. We also allow terms of the form s@t to refer to the value held in shunt s at time t, and similarly x@t to refer to the value held in variable x. We write s@t:ts for the time-stamp of s at t, and s@t:v for the value. We will also write E@t to represent the value of expression E where all the variables are taken at time t. All shunts obey the following law: Law 2.1: 8 t : Time s@t:ts 6 t^(s@t:ts < t ) s@t = s@(t ? 1)). 4
The time-stamps of shunts represent the last time at which they were written to, so: (1) they will always be no more than the current time; and (2) if the time-stamp is strictly less than the current time, then the shunt has not been written to at this time step, and so its value must be the same as at the previous time step. We will de ne a semantic function P : TAM ! TAMLL; such that P A gives the predicate describing the functionality of agent A.
We will need a predicate that asserts that the value of a variable or shunt does not change during an execution. For shunts, this means that they must hold the same value throughout the interval: The agent X n F(X ) represents a nite recursion, recursing at most n ? 1 times:
We can de ne a re nement relation between TAM agents as follows:
De nition 2.2: A v P A is more fully de ned than that of A. We will write v for this relation where this will not cause confusion.
Example
In this section we illustrate the TAM re nement calculus of SZ92, SZJ93] with an example. We specify a system, then use the re nement laws to calculate an initial design. Each of the re nement laws can be proved sound with respect to the above semantics. In section 3 we will consider how to schedule our program. Consider the following situation. We are given two input shunts, in and in 0 , and two output shunts, out and out 0 ; a natural number is stored in each input shunt; we are required to design a system that takes the value written to in and outputs its factorial on out, and that takes the value written to in 0 and outputs its square on out 0 ; these operations are to be completed within 6 seconds. In this section we extend the model of TAM so as to be able to argue about issues of resource allocation and xed (i.e. compile time) scheduling. We will represent the usage of resource r at time t by the pair (t; r). Formally we de ne the space Resource of resources by
where RName is the space of resource names. We de ne and write R for a typical element of Resources. We will need a few pieces of notation for dealing with resource sets: R " T restricts the resource set R to the time interval T; R r restricts R to resources with resource name r; Times R returns the time domain of R; and end R returns the time of the last resource in R: In order to de ne schedulers, we will insist that all constructs requiring a scheduling decision are labelled. We can identify two sorts of resources for which scheduling decisions will be necessary:
Fixed duration resources: Operations such as assignments, shunt reads, shunt writes, and delays will require a resource (or maybe several resources) such as a CPU for a set period of time, this time being calculable at compile time; we can therefore represent the resource requirements of such an agent by an element of type Resources.
Variable duration resources: The operations of local variable and local shunt will require a new variable or shunt throughout the execution of the corresponding agent; it may not be convenient|or even possible|to calculate at compile time for how long this resource will be needed. However, we can de ne a function : Time ! RName such that (t) gives the resource on which the variable or shunt should be held at time t; note that this approach allows the variable or shunt to be held in di erent locations at di erent times, for example if some memory is swapped into secondary store. We also include in this class the resources monitoring shunts in the timeout construct, because we can not tell at compile time for how long the shunt will need to be monitored. We write Lbl xed for the set of labels for xed duration resources and Lbl variable for the set of labels for variable duration resources; we write Lbl for the union of these two sets, and write L for a typical label. We de ne a scheduler to be a function that takes a label and the time at which the label is reached in the program: for labels corresponding to xed duration resources, the function returns the set of resources on which the agent should be scheduled; for labels corresponding to variable duration resources, the function returns a function from time to resource names, such that (t) gives the resource that should be used at time t: For example, if the labelled assignment L :: x := 3 is encountered at time 7, with scheduler given by , and (7; L) = f(9; r); (11; r)g, then the assignment will be scheduled on resource r at times 9 and 11.
We introduce two new syntactic classes of agents that must appear labelled: we write B for an agent that must be labelled with a label from Lbl xed and C for an agent that must be labelled with a label from Lbl variable . We will also restrict our syntax so as to consider only parallel compositions of sequential agents, so we de ne a new syntactic class of sequential agents:
A We will consider a system to be either a speci cation statement, a sequential agent with a scheduler, or a parallel composition of two sequential agents with a scheduler: S 2 System S ::= w : j A j j (A j A) j : 9 For simplicity, we only consider parallel compositions of two agents, but this can easily be extended to arbitrary ( nite) parallel composition. We will extend the TAM Logic Language in order to reason about resources. We will allow our predicates for sequential agents to include a distinguished free variable, R req , representing the resources required by the agent. We will also add a boolean-valued variable fail which will be true precisely when an execution fails: this failure could be because (1) the agent tries to use a resource for two di erent purposes, or (2) a deadline is not met. For speci cations and parallel compositions we will add another free variable, R av , representing the resources available to the system. A parallel composition may fail if (1) either component fails, (2) there are insu cient resources available, or (3) both components try to use the same resource simultaneously.
We will de ne a semantic function F giving the representation of an agent in this model:
F : System ! TAMLL:
Most of the semantic equations are simple extensions of the de nitions in the previous section; in the following we concentrate upon resource and scheduling issues. Our semantic de nitions will ensure that all agents satisfy the following law, namely that resources are required only during the execution: The agent skip uses no resources:
The agent L :: t will delay for t seconds; if it is started at time t with scheduler then the delay is timed using the resources given by (t ; L). The assignment L :: x := E is scheduled using the resources in R req = (t ; L). The agent will terminate when it has used all the resources, i.e. at time end R req . As normal, nondeterministic choice is represented by disjunction:
The agent L :: F t i2I g i ) A i evaluates the guards using the resources of (t ; L); if the evaluation does not meet the deadline t, then the agent fails. As before, nite recursion is de ned by The following lemma relates the scheduling model to the functionality model. If we know how the scheduler behaves then we know more about the behaviour of the whole system; however, we must now consider the possibility of failure. The following theorem will allow us to break down the development of a system into two stages, as in gure 1: in the rst stage we can use the standard TAM re nement calculus to derive an initial design; we can then use the scheduling-oriented model to derive a correct scheduler. We want to design a scheduler so that the resulting system will not fail. We consider two solutions: the rst solution uses two CPUs, one for each side of the parallel composition; the second solution uses a single fast CPU.
First solution
We assume that we have su cient resources for all the variables, and that we also have two CPUs, r and r Combining these, using the semantic de nition of parallel composition and the assumption about the resources available, we see that the system does not fail: In this section we extend our model so as to be able to reason about dynamic scheduling. We will allow the scheduling decisions to be a function of the labels encountered so far. We therefore need to keep track of the times at which labels were encountered, and so extend our predicate language to include a free variable , representing the labels or checkpoints encountered:
2 CheckPts b = P(Time Lbl) : We de ne a dynamic scheduler to be a function from the check points so far encountered to a xed scheduler:
We are only going to consider non-clairvoyant schedulers.
De nition 4.1: We say that a scheduler is non-clairvoyant i , whenever two sets of } We will consider a system to be either a speci cation statement, a sequential agent with a xed scheduler, or a parallel composition of sequential agents with a dynamic scheduler; for simplicity, we only consider parallel compositions of two agents, but this can easily be extended to arbitrary ( nite) parallel composition.
S 2 System S ::= w : j A j j (A j A) j :
We can de ne a semantic function for dynamic scheduling:
Our speci cation statement takes the normal form:
D w : b = stable(W n w; t ; t ! )^ ^: fail:
For sequential agents, the semantic equations are simple adaptations of the previous ones, extended to include a record of the checkpoints encountered. For example, there are no checkpoints in the agent skip:
The semantic equations for the labelled atomic agents most be adapted to record the checkpoints; for example:
The 
Example
We illustrate our model for dynamic scheduling by applying it to a slight variation of our running example. Suppose now that we are told that the environment will write to in within three seconds, and this value will then remain stable for the following three seconds; again the factorial of this value must be written onto out, but now, for reasons of freshness, the value should be output within three seconds of the write. As before, we assume that we have enough memory locations for all the variables, and we have a CPU r fast capable of doing each shunt read, assignment or shunt write in one second; we also assume that we have a special resource r s capable of monitoring the shunt in: R av (t ; t + 6] fr x ; r y ; r z ; r 0 x ; r 0 y ; r 0 z ; r fast ; r s g:
As before, each of the variables is allocated its own location: 
Conclusions
In this paper we have developed a hierarchy of models for reasoning about allocation of resources and scheduling in real-time distributed systems. We have represented agents by predicates describing their possible behaviours. In our rst model the predicates only talked about the agents' functionality; in subsequent models we extended this to talk about resource allocation and scheduling. In section 3 we represented a scheduler as a function that, given a label and the time at which the label is encountered, returns the resources upon which the agent should be scheduled. In section 4 we extended this to reason about dynamic schedulers, where the scheduling decisions could be a function of the checkpoints encountered so far elsewhere in the system. Future work I would like to apply the model presented in this paper to a reasonably large case study, so as to see how easily it can be applied to non-trivial examples. It may be that such a case study will reveal ways in which the model should be changed slightly to make it easier to use. The work in this paper has presented a fairly basic model for scheduling. However, the model is easily adapted to cover many other aspects of scheduling theory. In section 4 we de ned a for example, in the example of section 4 we gave A higher priority that A 0 by scheduling A 0 only when A was not trying to execute. However, it would be useful to introduce priorities at a more primitive level, and so make reasoning about such schedulers simpler. The deadlines in this paper have all been hard, in the sense that failure to meet a deadline is considered catastrophic. Alternatively, we could consider soft deadlines, where some penalties are imposed for failure to meet a deadline; the model should tell us how great the penalty would be for a given scheduler. We could do this by allowing our predicates to include a variable, penalty, representing the value of the penalty; for example, if we wanted our penalty to be the sum of the amounts by which deadlines were missed, the semantic equation for the deadline operator would be: The term t ! ? t ? t t 0 represents the amount by which this deadline is missed.
In order to make reasoning about scheduling easier, it would be useful to develop some sort of tool support. One possibility would be to use the FDR tool For93, Ros94] . This tool takes two CSP processes, a speci cation and an implementation, and tests whether the implementation re nes the speci cation (in the failures-divergences model). The idea would be to code up both the TAM agents and the scheduler as CSP processes; both would include a special event fail: an agent should perform fail if it fails to meet a deadline; the scheduler should perform fail if more than one agent tries to use the same resource simultaneously; we could then ensure that the system does not fail by testing whether it re nes the most nondeterministic process that never performs fail.
